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Reply to:    9 San Diego Office   9  Sacramento Office

Center for Public Interest Law                                                         Children’s Advocacy Institute

November 24, 1995

Senator Ruben Ayala, Chair, and Members
Joint Legislative Sunset Review Committee
State Capitol, Room 5108
Sacramento, CA 95814

re:  Sunset Review of the Court Reporters Board

Dear Senator Ayala and Members of the Joint Committee:

The Center for Public Interest Law (CPIL) respectfully urges this Committee to recommend
the abolition of the Court Reporters Board (CRB) (formerly the Board of Certified Shorthand
Reporters) and its licensing requirement.

This recommendation is consistent with the 1978 recommendation of the Department of
Consumer Affairs' Regulatory Review Task Force (attached as Exhibit A).  Although some of the
statistics in this report have become somewhat dated, its conclusion remains valid: "The Board of
Certified Shorthand Reporters should be abolished immediately, and its functions severed from the
jurisdiction of the State" (page K-16 of Exhibit A).

The Center for Public Interest Law

CPIL is an academic center of research, teaching, learning, and advocacy in regulatory and
public interest law based at the University of San Diego School of Law.  The Center studies the
state's regulation of business, professions, and trades, and monitors the activities of most state
occupational licensing agencies — including the regulatory boards within the Department of
Consumer Affairs (DCA).  CPIL publishes the California Regulatory Law Reporter, the only legal
journal in the nation which covers the activities of fifty different state agencies.  CPIL's goal is to
make the regulatory functions of state government more efficient, visible, and accountable by
serving as a public monitor of state administrative agencies.

CPIL's Theory of Regulation

For fifteen years, CPIL's theory regarding the regulation of trades and professions has been
consistent:
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     1 CPIL's theory of regulation is set forth fully in A Theory of Regulation: A Platform for State
Regulatory Reform, 5:2 CAL. REG. L. REP. 3 (Spring 1985), written by CPIL Founder Robert C.
Fellmeth, Professor of Law and holder of the Price Chair in Public Interest Law at the University
of San Diego School of Law.
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I. Government should not interfere with the marketplace unless absolutely necessary.

! Government should regulate a particular trade or profession only after an honest
assessment of the marketplace and any flaws which (a) present a threat of irreparable
harm, or (b) prevent normal marketplace functioning from driving out incompetent,
dishonest, or impaired practitioners.

! Licensing is one form of regulation — and it is the most market-intrusive and
restrictive form of regulation.  It should be reserved for trades and professions in
which incompetence is likely to cause irreparable harm — that is, harm for which
money cannot compensate.  If there is likely irreparable harm, then a prior restraint-
type barrier to entry (licensing) which addresses and prevents that precise harm
should be imposed; additionally, the licensing agency should set industrywide
standards of conduct and ethics, and police violations of those standards through a
vigorous enforcement program.

! In the absence of probable irreparable harm, numerous regulatory alternatives to
licensing should be considered.  These include the posting of a bond to ensure a fund
to compensate injured consumers, a certification program which has the effect of
disclosing information to consumers about the qualifications of a practitioner and
protects the use of a title, a permit program, straightforward disclosure requirements,
a rule of liability, straight statutory prohibitions on certain activities, tax incentives
to encourage certain behaviors, antitrust litigation to restore the normally-functioning
marketplace, etc.1

II. If licensing is determined to be necessary because irreparable harm will likely flow from
incompetence, the properly functioning licensing agency has three roles:

! The formulation and administration of a barrier to entry (e.g., exam(s), educational
requirements, experience requirements, or combination thereof) which is capable of
and tailored to preventing incompetent people from practicing, because incompetent
practice will cause irreparable harm to the public;

! The establishment of industrywide standards of professional conduct and behavior
for licensees which protect the public from the irreparable harm which justifies
licensing; and
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! The aggressive policing of those professional standards through a vigorous
enforcement program.

Court Reporters Board

Applying the above principles to the Court Reporters Board and its licensing requirement
for certified shorthand reporters (CSRs), CPIL concludes that both should be abolished.

I.  The Necessity of Licensure.  Addressing first the necessity of licensure by the state of
CSRs, the Board's 54-page sunset report contains little evidence of actual irreparable harm flowing
from an incompetent CSR.  Although the Board correctly argues that permanent loss of a CSR's
notes from a court hearing may serve to deprive a litigant of legal rights, it also acknowledges that
never happens.  CRB receives very few complaints (about 100 per year), and concedes that 75% of
them pertain to failure to produce a transcript on time — a problem that would be remedied by an
increased supply of court reporters (which the absence of this agency would produce).

The consumers of the services of CSRs are (1) courts, and (2) attorneys.  Both of these
"consumers" are completely capable of judging the competence of a CSR through other marketplace
certifications — primarily through passage of the national exam, and through their own experience
with CSRs. The "repeat business" dynamic of the normal marketplace has considerable force here;
no court or attorney would rehire a CSR who is incompetent, and that CSR will quickly go out of
business.

In addition, CRB's licensing scheme in the Business and Professions Code establishes
numerous exemptions to the licensing requirement.  Under section 8016, CSRs who work for district
attorney's offices and those who work for state agencies as a hearing reporter need not be licensed
by CRB.  Somehow, district attorney's offices and state agencies are able to judge competence
without the assistance of CRB.  CPIL submits that the direct "consumers" of CSR services — courts
and attorneys — can as well.

CPIL believes that any necessary certification of CSRs can be handled through a voluntary,
private certification program — with the following caveats:

! the private organization should be able to charge no more for administration of the exam
than it costs the organization to administer the exam; and

! certification candidates need not be members of any particular organization or trade
association in order to take the test.

II.  The Performance of CRB.  CRB has existed for just over 40 years.  Assuming for the
sake of argument that its licensing requirement is somehow justified, what has it done to protect the
consumers of CSR services (and the general public) during those 40 years?  The following is an
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examination of the Board's performance in the three primary areas of occupational licensing agency
functioning:

! Barrier to Entry.  To be licensed as a CSR, CRB requires passage of its examination.  The
examination consists of three parts: English, Professional Practice (which includes legal and medical
terminology and knowledge of the law), and a 15-minute, four-voice dictation at the rate of 200
words per minute; examinees are required to transcribe the notes of ten minutes of this dictation
within a three-hour period.

To qualify to sit for CRB's exam, applicants must meet one of five criteria.  One of those
criteria is passage of the examination of the National Court Reporters Association (NCRA), which
requires candidates to transcribe three separate dictations — a one-voice dictation at 180 words per
minute, a jury charge (also a one-voice dictation) at 200 words per minute, and a two-voice dictation
at 225 words per minute.  Why should a CSR who has already passed this national exam be required
to take a California test which is largely duplicative of that test?  Is there something peculiar about
California litigants which would require state-specific testing?  In addition to such a test, the most
that is needed in California is a multiple-choice test on California laws and rules of professional
conduct.

The pass rate on the practical portion of CRB's exam is quite low — it hovers around 30%
for first-time takers (page 34 of CRB's sunset report), including those who have already passed the
national exam.  If anything, CRB's exam favors graduates of California court reporting schools,
which drill them constantly in test-like conditions.

! Establishing Professional Standards.  The Board does literally no standard-setting for the
practice of shorthand reporting in California.  The only regulations CRB has ever adopted pertain
to its licensing examination, the required curriculum for CRB-approved court reporting schools,
shorthand reporting corporations, and citations and fines for minor violations of the Board's statute
or regulations.

Although CRB has never adopted a code of ethics or other standards of practice for
California CSRs, on numerous occasions individual CSRs and CSR trade associations have begged
it to ban certain practices by CSRs which are deemed to be anticompetitive or a violation of the
CSR's duty to be an impartial officer of the court.  CRB's failure to respond to these requests has
resulted in their being deposited on the doorstep of the other two branches of government — the
courts and the legislature.

Specifically, CRB was approached in 1994 by a group of CSRs calling itself the "Court
Reporting Reform Coalition." These CSRs urged CRB to adopt regulations or sponsor legislation
to address numerous unethical practices which have become pervasive in the court reporting
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13:2&3 C��.�R��.�L.�R��. (Spring/Summer 1993) at 109.
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industry.  These practices include the following:

!"Direct Contracting" — this is an exclusive dealing arrangement under which a CSR or
association of reporters contracts with a major consumer of reporter services, such as an insurance
company, for the exclusive right to report depositions taken by attorneys representing that consumer.
Critics of direct contracting argue that CSRs should avoid any business arrangement which aligns
them with one party to litigation, and contend that — in order to provide a discounted rate to the
insurance companies for reporting and transcribing depositions — CSRs who engage in direct
contracting charge the other parties higher than the normal market rate for copies of the deposition
without informing them of this fact.  The practice also may also limit competition in that the
contracts restrict large consumers of CSR services to utilizing a single CSR agency or organization;
other CSRs simply may not compete for that business.  The Coalition emphasizes the court reporter's
role as an officer of the court, and argues that "any arrangement by which any private entity gains
leverage over any officer of the court is irreconcilable with the precept of equal justice for all."

In 1992–93, a CRB task force investigated this issue and recommended that the Board should
sponsor legislation regulating and requiring disclosure by CSRs of exclusive contracting
arrangements, but the Board failed to find a legislative author for the bill.2 CRB's only recent foray
into the legislature has been to sponsor a bill to change its name.

! "Incentive Gift-Giving" — this refers to something of value given to an attorney or
secretary as an inducement to schedule depositions with a particular court reporting firm. The
Coalition considers "incentive gifts" to be kickbacks, the cost of which is then passed on to the
client.  According to the Coalition, the ability to offer incentive gifts seriously diminishes the
credibility of the court reporting profession, and the practice should be prohibited.

! "Dirty ASCIIs" — this is the term used for the rough draft of an official record, or an
unedited computerized transcript, which is sometimes released by a CSR.  The Coalition argues that
a board which administers a test requiring 97.5% accuracy should not condone the release of a
transcript with 10%, 30%, or 50% accuracy so long as it is labeled "dirty."

These are just a few of the issues plaguing the court reporting industry — and about which
CRB has done nothing.  The Coalition finally went to Senator Boatwright, who is now authoring SB
753 (Boatwright), a complex bill which will define and prohibit these and many other practices.  The
Board, which could have addressed many of these issues through its rulemaking authority, has taken
a "support in concept" position on the bill.  Note that many of these practices could be prohibited
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by the legislature without the necessity of a board; a criminal offense or civil penalty would provide
sufficient deterrence.

The courts have also been hit with several lawsuits challenging "direct contracting."
Andrews v. California Reporting Alliance, et al., No. 944636, is a class action filed in San Francisco
Superior Court in July 1992 in which the plaintiffs (a class of litigants who were parties to actions
in which the other parties directly contracted with CSRs) have sued the CSRs and the companies
they contracted with.  The plaintiffs contend that, as a result of direct contracting, they and other
members of their class have been charged or compelled to pay excessive fees for court reporting
services.  Plaintiffs allege that the defendants engaged in price fixing and price discrimination in
violation of Business and Professions Code section 1670, and in unfair and deceptive business
practices in violation of Business and Professions Code section 17200.  Saunders v. California
Reporting Alliance, et al., No. BC072147 (Los Angeles County Superior Court), is another case
challenging the practice of direct contracting — this one filed by freelance CSRs who have been
unable to compete with CSR firms engaged in direct contracting.  Had the Board taken any action
on this issue, as recommended by its own task force in 1992, the courts would not be deciding these
complex cases right now.

Additionally, the Board has failed to exercise any leadership in other important issues in the
court reporting industry.  Like bank tellers, the CSR is on the verge of being replaced by technology
— notably, tape recorders, video cameras, and other more high-tech equipment.  This technology
has the potential to save taxpayers enormous sums in trial court and other judicial system costs.  Are
electronic recordings a viable method of recording judicial proceedings?  If so, CRB should be
active in promoting these options, as electronic recording would be in the best interest of all of its
consumers — courts, attorneys, and the general public/taxpayer.  If not, CRB should explain why
not and work to protect consumers from the harm that electronic recordings would cause.  On this
issue, however, CRB has performed no research and taken no stand; it has simply deferred to the
intensely self-interested judgment of the court reporting industry, which consistently opposes
efficiency enhancement or even pilot projects to test new technology.

! Enforcement.  The Board's enforcement program is fairly inactive.  With 7,500 licensees,
CRB receives an average of only 100 complaints per year (page 21); it states that 75% of these are
for failure to produce a transcript in a timely fashion, and the rest are for unprofessional conduct
(page 20).  It opens an average of 16 formal investigations each year (page 23), and takes an average
of 10 disciplinary actions per year (page 28).

Conclusion and Recommendation

"The case of the [Court Reporters Board] is the best (or worst) example
among the Boards of the California Department of Consumer Affairs of the use of
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licensing to maintain a closed guild which excludes otherwise competent people
from having a chance at the practice of their profession.  The shorthand reporters'
desire to protect their field against excessive competition and consequent reduction
of each practitioner's salary is understandable if viewed from their private
perspective.  Indeed, the willingness of lawyers to support the Board is equally
understandable since it is their clients who foot the bills for expenses, and the
lawyers receive a useful personnel screening service.  However, lacking a showing
of a threat to health and safety or some other compelling state interest, the state has
no proper interest in regulating these matters between shorthand reporters and the
legal profession and the judiciary.  The duty of the state is to promote equal
opportunity to the extent consistent with health, safety or other compelling interests.
Private professional associations or unions are the proper forum for regulation of
shorthand reporters." (Exhibit A at K-15)

This statement is as true today as it was in 1978.  CPIL agrees that the Board's licensing
requirement is unnecessary and should be abolished.  The Board's existing barrier to entry serves
primarily to protect existing members of the profession from competition, which does not serve
public protection or public choice in the marketplace.  It has failed to establish standards of conduct
for the CSR profession, failed to take a leadership role in critical issues of major public interest, and
maintains a very low-profile enforcement program. 

CPIL recommends that the Board and its licensing requirement be abolished.  Any necessary
certification of CSRs can be handled through a voluntary, private certification program, subject to
the caveats listed above.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.

Sincerely,

Julianne D'Angelo Fellmeth
Administrative Director

Exhibit A: 1978 Report of the Department of Consumer Affairs’ Regulatory Review Task Force
(on file with CPIL).


